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Abstract

The Slow Control System was developed for the RD51 Test Beam facilities in order to
provide an automated complete system which would control and monitor the high voltage
channels of the detectors under test. It is designed to work with CAEN universal multichan-
nel power supply systems (both SY1527 and SY2527) and provides a user friendly interface
for configuring and monitoring the high and low voltage channels.

In parallel, tools have been developed in order to provide offline analysis with the data
accumulated through the test beam periods.



1 Introduction

During the RD51 test beams the need for an automated, complete system which would control and
monitor the high voltage channels of the detectors under test was risen.

Figure 1: Photograph of the SY-2527 CAEN mainframe. One of the two mainframes (SY-2527 or SY-1527)
used during RD51 test beam. The difference between the two mainframes is that the SY-2527 can
accommodate up to 6 cards while the SY-1527 up to 12.

A CAEN mainframe (the SY-1527 or the SY-2527 see Figure 1)[1] is used in order to accommodate
all the high voltage channels required for the detectors under test. The CAEN mainframe gives the
possibility of communication using a TCP/IP protocol. CAEN, by default, provides communication
with a terminal based platform via Telnet (or PuTTY). This is a very stable communication method but
unfortunately with a lot of limitations. It is not user friendly and it lacks any monitoring and archiving
of the values of voltage and current so that they can be used for offline analysis.

All Telnet restrictions mentioned above can be overcomed with the use of the PVSS II1 SCADA2

which system used by all CERN experiments[2]. PVSS is not a control system but a tool in order to built
one. Moreover it can be used to connect and parameterize software and hardware devices, acquire the
data they produce and use them for their supervision (see Figure 2).

In order to do this it uses some internal tools:

1. The Data base (for archiving and manipulating the values acquired from the hardware).

2. The Graphical EDItor3 (for panel designing).

3. The Control scripts (for automated procedures).

4. The Connection with hardware devices (i.e. using an OPC server).

The data base: PVSSII has a built-in data base where all the data coming from the connected devices
are stored in real time. These data are structured in form of Data Points (DP) of a predefined Data Point
Type (DPT). A DPT describes the data structure of the corresponding connected device. DP contains the
information and the values coming to the device. The structure of a DPT is defined by the user and can
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Figure 2: A schematic representation of the SCADA system operation using TCP/IP protocol. The PC having
the SCADA system installed and running is able via network to monitor and control any OPC-Server
controlled subsystem and through that the hardware.

Figure 3: The structure of a Datapoint Type and the corresponding DataPoint. This is the typical form of the built-
in data base of PVSS where all the data coming from the connected devices are stored in real time. The
DPT describes the data structure of the corresponding connected device. DP contains the information
and values coming to the device.

be as complex as needed. The creation and modification of the DPTs and the DPs can be done either
by using the graphical parameterization tool (PARA) or by using programming code with the control
scripts. In the left part of Figure 3 the DPT which corresponds to a high voltage channel is shown. Each
DP element can accommodate different sub-elements named ”configs”. With the use of these configs the
user is able to parameterize the DPT elements and also to add some functions such as the archiving of
the values and the automatic creation of alert signals. After definition of the DTPs the DPs are created.
An example is shown at the right part of Figure 3.
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Figure 4: An example of creating a panel using Graphical EDItor (GEDI) in PVSS. The graphical user interface
allows the user to design and program the functionality of the panels.

The Graphical EDItor (GEDI): The graphical user interface, GEDI, allows the user to create his own
panels. A typical example is shown in Figure 4. GEDI provides the user a variety of widgets such as
buttons, tables, text fields etc, which can be placed anywhere in the panel and parameterized using scripts
in order to execute specific functions.
The Connection with other devices: DPs usually correspond to some devices. The communication method
varies depending on the device used. PVSSII provides several drivers to interface with various types of
hardware or to different communication protocols (the most commonly used are OPC and DIM). Al-
though, if the desired driver is not supported from the PVSSII directly, because of the extended use from
the CERN community, several hardware manufacturers provide OPCs servers. An OPC server is an ab-
straction layer between the real hardware and the user. It implements any demanding configuration in
order to initialize the communication with the hardware and provides easy access to the data, which are
available from the hardware.
The Control scripts: The user in PVSSII can create control scripts which can be used inside a panel or
separately as an automatic procedure. The control scripts are written in a programming language using
the rules of ”C” with some addons and extensions. A big function library is provided to manipulate data,
plots, file access etc.

In order to complete this project, the JCOP4 framework was used in PVSSII[3]. The JCOP Frame-
work was developed in common for the four LHC experiments, with contributions from the experiments
themselves and the IT/CO group at CERN. This framework is based on PVSSII and provides guidelines
and components, which can be devices or tools, for the different teams to build their control applications
in a coherent manner. The framework provides complete components for commonly used equipment,
such as, control scripts and script libraries as well as all panels necessary to configure and operate the
device.

The Framework also offers tools for users to integrate their own devices, and some reference panels
and script libraries that can be used in order to build a new device. In addition, many framework standard
panels and scripts provide the functionality that can be used for other purposes in an application or as a
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Figure 5: The Device Editor and Navigator (DEN) provided from JCOP framework. DEN allows the user to select
from a list his hardware and afterwards any additional components and modules connected to this. At
the right part a schematic of the mainframe accommodating the declared modules is shown.

model for building custom panels/scripts.
After the PVSSII communication with the mainframe via an OPC server the usage of Device Editor

and Navigator (DEN) is necessary. Through DEN the user selects from a well informed list his hardware
(for example CAEN SY2527 mainframe is selected) and afterwards any additional components and
modules connected to this (for example, the user at this phase selects CAEN A1821N and A1526N, see
Figure 5). With this action all necessary configurations (creation of DPTs, DPs and parameterization of
them) are done automatically.
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2 The RD51 Slow Control System

Starting the corresponding manager of PVSSII will first come along the main window (Figure 6). In this
window general information about the high voltage channels are displayed.

Figure 6: The main window of the RD51 slow control system. Here, general informations (status, voltage, current)
about the high voltage channels are available. A color coded background states the status of the channel
(on, off, tripped). With a right click at the fields a pop up window appears with the corresponding history
plot of the values and the user has access to all the available panels of the program.

In particular, the status of each channel with a color coded background of its name is displayed. The
color code used is:

Blue when a channel is turned off.

Green when a channel is turned on.

Flashing red when a channel has tripped.

The name of each channel is either its alias (custom name) provided by the end user, or its code name
consisted of two numbers, the first being the board connected to the mainframe and the second the
channel of the board. For example, the channel 02 05 is the channel number 5 (usually the sixth because
the enumeration for CAEN cards starts from 0) of the board connected to the slot number 2 of the
mainframe. The alias name can be given through the ”settings” panel.
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After that follows the vMon (monitored voltage of the channel) in volts and the iMon (monitored
current of the channel) in µA. With a right click on the iMon or the vMon field of the main window,
another window pops-up with the corresponding history plot of the values. With right click on the
name of the channel one can get a plot for the channel having on the same plot the current and voltage
(monitored and set) with different colors (see Figure 7).

A separate Y-Axis exists for each quantity with its own scale. Separate zoom is available for each
axis and also looking back in older values can be achieved. A lot of useful tools are available through
the plotting window, such as, “jump in now“ (at the time axis), appropriate scaling of the axis in order
all the information is visible in the optimum way, log scale in Y-axis, direct export in csv file and more.

Figure 7: Direct online plot of the voltage in volts, both set and monitored values and of the current in µA of the
channel versus time.

Through the main window access to all the available panels of the program is granted. The buttons
on the top of the main window are:

1. Reload View: manual update of the online monitor of the mainframe (although the refresh rate
and the status is 500 ms).

2. Group Handling: ability to modify channels belonging to a group

The group handling panel (see Figure 8) simplifies the monitor and control of the high voltage
channels when a lot of high voltage cards are connected to the mainframe. Through this panel
the user can modify his group only. All changes are password protected. When a valid username
and password are provided the corresponding group is loaded in the panel and the buttons to make
changes are activated.

The channels of the group selected are shown at a table in the middle of the panel. The user can
assign new channel to his group by selecting them of the table at the left part. The changes are
saved only when the check box ”Enable Change” is checked. After that, the button (with the name
of the selected group) gets enabled and flashes.

The name of the group can be changed at will using the text field and the corresponding button
next to it at the right of the panel. The user can activate5 his group by pressing the activate button

5As before (at main window) by ”activate” a group makes that group the preselected in the main window
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Figure 8: The group handling panel. Through this the user is able to modify the groups. The user can select from
the table at the left of the panel which channels will be assigned to his group, also to rename at will the
group name and change the password for it. All changes are password protected.

(with the name of the selected group written on it). Finally the user can change the password of
his group by providing the new password (twice in order to avoid problems of mistypings) at the
appropriate text field. If a change of the active group takes place through the group handling panel
the user has to press the ”Reload View” on the main panel in order to get the new view.

3. Settings: the panel with all the settings of the mainframe and the high voltage channels for each
group.

The ”settings” panel (Figure 9) contains all the configurations that can be made for every high
voltage channel. In order to change the settings a correct user name and password for the group
are required otherwise the buttons ”Set Config” (which saves the desired settings) ”Channel On”,
”Channel Off” (which turns the selected channels on or off) and the buttons for the script are not
available.
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Figure 9: The Configuration panel. Through that the user is able to configure one or multiple channels of his
group changing the desired voltage, the current limit, the speed that the voltage is changing, the trip
time, provide custom names to the channels turn them on/off of load a text file with the desired changes.
A valid username and password are required in order to have access to that panel.

In detail, someone can select, either one channel at the time or multiple channels from the table
at the left. Then, by clicking the appropriate check box, the corresponding field is enabled to be
edited.

The available fields are:

• v0: the desired value for the voltage of the channel (in V).

• i0: the limit of current (in µA) that a channel can hold for a specific time (trip time) before it
trips.

• rUp: the speed with which a channel reaches the v0 (in V/s).

• rDwn: the speed with which a channel drops to 0 (in V/s).

• tripTime: the maximum time (in ms) that a channel is allowed to stay overcurrent (having
current above i0).

• Alias: a custom name that one can set in order to be more easy to recognize the channel
(maximum 6 characters).

• vMax: the maximum allowed voltage (v0) that the user can give to a channel (protection
mean for the channel).

Another way to configure the channels, is to load a script with the desired configurations for the
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channels. The configurations as well as the appropriate channels made from the script are shown
in the box at the right of the panel.

By clicking ”Set Config” any of the prementioned values used or the values loaded with the script,
are set to the selected channels. On the table on the left (Figure 9), read-back settings that are
currently stored on the mainframe for each channel are shown. After any change occurs by the
user the table is refreshed6 automatically. This feature gives the opportunity to crosscheck the
values the user applied applied.

A logbook is kept on the hard disk of the PC under the name logger.txt (Figure 10). Any change
in the settings that any user makes are recorded. Moreover, after any new session in the settings
panel there is an indicator that declares the beginning (”*****Start*****”), after that is the date,
the time stamp and the name of the user that logged in the ”settings” panel. After the indicator
”*****Channels*****” the selected channels are written in the form of board and channel num-
ber separated with ”/” (i.e. channel 2 of board 1 will be written as board01/channel002) or by
their alias if available. Finally after the indicator ”*****Values*****” the selected settings and
also the corresponding values are written. The end of each session is declared with the indicator
”∼∼∼∼∼End∼∼∼∼∼”.

The logbook is a very useful mean for the offline analysis, when one wants to backtrack the set-
tings, or to see the existing settings of a channel at any time.

Figure 10: The program keeps automatically an up-to-date logbook. All the changes at any channel as well as
which user and when it occurred are recorded.

4. Init:
6There is a time interval at about 1.2 s before the refresh of the read-back-settings table in order to make sure that the values

have been sent to the mainframe, stored correctly and after that read them back.
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This panel is only for the administrators of the project. Through this the internal data base of the
project is accessible. The administrator can start, stop, configure and delete the processes that
archive the values (iMon, vMon and vSet). The project is fully optimized and automated and all
the prementioned can be done with a simple click only.

5. Export:

Figure 11: The export panel. Using that panel the user can export archived data for one or more detectors under
test. The user can select the preferred time range, the folder which data wants to export (iMon, vMon,
vSet) and also has the ability to select between two different structures for the files.

The export panel (Figure 11) is used to export the archived values of the channels. All the values
(iMon, vMon and vSet), are stored in the archives. The time resolution of the stored values is 500
ms, limited by the OPC server of CAEN.

In this panel, a channel or multiple channels can be selected and the archived data are exported.
From the top right and bottom boxes the desired time period can be selected. After this the user
can select between two different structures about the time stamps of the values for the files. In
the folder name field the user can set the desired name that the created folder will have. The
folder is created under C:/ directory. In that folder the ”txt” files are created. The desired val-
ues for the exportation can be selected (iMon, vMon, vSet or all of them) by the appropriate
buttons. The name of the file has the following format: valueType.channel.exportationDate.txt
(i.e. iMon.R11Mesh.11.05.05.txt) where valueType is iMon, vMon or vSet, channel is either the
alias name of the channel (if one exists) or the position of the channel in the mainframe (i.e.
board02.channel010 is the channel number 11 of the board that is placed in slot number 2 of
the mainframe) and exportationDate is the date that the user creates the specific file in the form:
yy.mm.dd.
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Each file has first three lines with general information, starting with ”#”. The first line contains
the date of the exportation (in the form: yy.mm.dd), the second the channel and the third the
exportation range (in the form: yy.mm.dd hh:mm:ss). After that depending on the user selection
we have:

Unix Time UT milliseconds Value, where UT stands for the Unix time of the value (defined as the
number of seconds elapsed since midnight Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) of January 1,
1970, not counting leap seconds) and the Value is in V for vMon and vSet and µA for the
iMon.

GMT Time year month day hours minutes seconds milliseconds Value where the Value is in V
for vMon and vSet and µA for the iMon.

6. Activate group: activates a group that the user selects from the main window.
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3 Retrieving the Data Offline

The files produced during the ”export” procedure described before, can be used for more detailed offline
analysis. The analysis can easily be done using any data analysis framework the user wants. However
scripts for ROOT and GnuPlot are available through the official page of the WG7 group of the RD51
collaboration and also at the https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/MPGD/SloCSy.

3.1 ROOT

Figure 12: Overview of voltage and current of a channel over several days. The bottom plot shows the current (in
µA) versus time and the top plot shows the voltage, both monitored and set (in V) versus time. This
plot was produced with ROOT.

An example script written in ROOT gives the user the ability to have two kinds of plots and also to
save the exported data in a root file well organized and ready for further statistical analysis. In Figure
12, two plots of the operation status of the high voltage of a channel during several days is shown. The
bottom plot shows the current (in µA) versus time and the top plot shows the voltage, both monitored and
set (in volts) versus time.

Another possibility is a triple plot (Figure 13) where all available information (iMon, vMon, vSet)
are shown. Both, monitored and set high voltage of the channel (vMon, vSet) are shown on the left axis
(in V) and on the right axis the monitor of current (iMon) is shown (in µA). The analysis code of ROOT
can be found in the official page of the WG7 group of the RD51 collaboration.

3.2 GnuPlot

A different script based on GnuPlot is used for the visualization of the data accumulated from the slow
control system. An example is shown in Figure 14. The code for this technique can also be found in the
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Figure 13: Selection of a specific time period plot of voltage and current during one day operation. This plot was
produced with ROOT.

official page of the WG7 group of the RD51 collaboration.

Figure 14: Plot of the high voltage scan of a detector during a test beam. On the same Figure the instantaneous
high voltage, the set high voltage and the monitor of current of a channel are plotted. The voltages
correspond to the left axis and the current to the right. This plot was produced with GnuPlot.
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4 Conclusions

We have successfully designed and produced a Slow Control System to fulfill the needs of test beam
teams within the RD51 collaboration. The system provides a stable and user-friendly interface through
which the end user can monitor and control the high voltage channel. Besides the online monitoring,
the archiving of the values of the high voltage channels offers the user the opportunity to perform at will
offline analysis to the data. For that purpose scripts for ROOT and GnuPlot are available through the
official page of the WG7 group of the RD51 collaboration. The system is available to the whole RD51
collaboration and is already used by many groups at their home institutes.
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